The sufficient optimality conditions, of Fritz John type, given by Gulati for finite-dimensional nonlinear programming problems involving polyhedral cones, are extended to problems with arbitrary cones and spaces of arbitrary dimension, whether real or complex. Convexity restrictions on the function giving the equality constraint can be avoided by applying a modified notion of convexity to the other functions in the problem. This approach regards the problem as optimizing on a differentiable manifold, and transforms the problem to a locally equivalent one where the optimization is on a linear subspace. Gulati [9] has given sufficient optimality conditions of Fritz John type for differentiable nonlinear programming problems in finitedimensional complex spaces. Both equality constraints, and inequality constraints involving polyhedral cones, were included. Gulati obtained sufficient conditions for optimality by adding appropriate convexity hypotheses to the Fritz John necessary conditions for optimality, given by Craven and Mond [7, 8 ] .
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B.D . Craven therefore also given, in which there are no convexity restrictions on the function specifying the equality constraint, tut a modified notion of convexity is applied to the other functions in the problem. This approach regards the problem as one of optimization on a differentiable manifold, and transforms the problem to a locally equivalent one in which the optimization is on a linear subspace. The quantities involved can be calculated explicitly, if the functions have second (Frechet) derivatives. 
for all x € X , z' € Z' . The topological interior of 5 is denoted int S ; note that (int S) + 5 c int S , provided that int 5 * 0 .
The map / :
Use will be made of the following generalization of Motzkin's alternative theorem, proved in [4] 
, and similarly for u*B . Then (II) may be written eguivalently as:
If X = C s and s denotes the complex conjugate of z € C , set Consider the minimization problem:
where U, f, 9, h, k, S, T, N are as described in the first paragraph.
Associated to (P) is the linear system:
where a 6 IS . Note that, if (P) attains a local minimum at x = a £ U , and if certain other conditions are fulfilled, then (F) gives the Fritz John necessary condition for the minimum [6] , in the case where T = {0} .
In the complex case, if X = M , then (P) and (F) become (see [7] , [5] ) in which the partial derivatives / , and so on, are evaluated at
The notational conventions of [7] are followed here. Note that, if the dimensions are finite, and the constraint -k(z, z) € N is omitted, then (FM) agrees with equations (l) and (2) of Gulati [9] , in different notation. REMARK. This r e s u l t applies both t o real spaces, and t o complex spaces. For complex spaces, alternative expressions for the derivatives involved will be given in Theorem 2.
Proof. If x = a i s not a minimum for (P), then there i s a solution
Set p = x -a . Since re / is pseudoconvex at a ,
Since g is strictly 5-convex at a ,
[g'(a)p+g(a)] = [g{x Q )-g(a)-g'(a)p~] + l-g[x Q )] € ( i n t S) + S c Int S .
A similar calculation shows that ~[h'(a)p+h{a) ] € i n t T , since h i s 
These results combine to show that there is a solution C, to the system
V is the convex cone R x S x N , and 
REMARKS. The f i r s t component of m*C equals re\mk +mk-\ which is the real part of the corresponding term in (FM).
The cones need not be polyhedral, as was assumed by Gulati. However, the hypothesis that C (N*) , or 1C(N*) , i s closed holds automatically in case N i s polyhedral. The results apply equally t o f i n i t e and to i n f i n i t e dimensional spaces. In Theorems 1 and 2 , the constraint -g{x) € S cannot include an affine constraint, since g must be s t r i c t l y S-convex. However, affine constraints may be included in -k(x) ? N , where no such convex hypothesis is required. REMARKS. In Theorem 3, T could be {0} ; but then convexity would require h to be affine, and so includable in k . In the next section, a result is given, for real spaces, which avoids any convexity hypothesis for the equality constraint.
THEOREM 3. The conclusion of Theorem 1 remains valid, omitting the hypothesis tliat int T # 0 , and requiring that h is T-convex (rather than strictly T-convex), provided that (F) has a solution with r and v not both zero, and the hypothesis on C is replaced by the hypotheses that either

N o n c o n v e x e q u a l i t y c o n s t r a i n t s
In t h i s section, no convexity hypothesis i s made for h , and the spaces considered are r e a l . Assume now that h : U •* Z i s continuously Frechet-differentiable, h{a) = 0 , and that C = h'(a) i s such that C(X) = Z , and there i s a continuous projection q of X onto the kernel C~ (o) . It then follows [2, 3] that there is a homeomorphism cp of a neighbourhood Q of zero in the linear subspace C (o) onto U. n {x : h{x) = 0} , where U c U is a neighbourhood of a £ X ; cp and cp are Frechet-differentiable at 0 and a respectively; and
Given such a cp , the r e s t r i c t i o n s to Q of the vector space operations on C~ (0) may be transferred to cp(S) = Un {x : h{x) = 0} by defining [ 3 ] , for a l l x, y € <f>(Q) and scalars a , The hypotheses on h , stated at the beginning of t h i s section, are sufficient but not necessary. In order t o construct < p , i t is sufficient t h a t , to each X, satisfying h'{a)c, = 0 , there i s a solution x = a + \C, + o(X) to h(x) = 0 , valid for a l l sufficiently small positive X , where (V e > 0) (3 6 > 0) [|k|| S I and 0 < X < 6] => ||o(A)|| < eX .
